
The Texas Blaze B-Recruited Program is an innovative approach to helping athletes with their dream of collegiate softball. The 
program is a model based equally on technology and interpersonal relationships and has helped more than 500 athletes with 
opportunities to play softball in college! 

Quite simply, the B-Recruited program works whether a player aspires to play in the SEC or get started at a JUCO to transfer to a four-
year college.  

To date, our players have earned opportunities at schools of all levels, including many Power 5 Conferences programs like Florida, 
UCLA, Alabama, Tennessee, University of Texas, LSU, Ole Miss, Texas A&M, University of Central Florida, Baylor, Texas Tech, Indiana, 
Iowa, Georgia Tech, Nebraska, North Carolina, Mississippi State, Kansas to name a few.  Over 500 Blaze players have played and 
committed to collegiate softball in our short history as a program. The Blaze has fielded ten collegiate all-Americans, three Team USA 
members, and six pro players 

www.TexasBlaze.org

http://www.TexasBlaze.org


INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 
For more than 15 years, Blaze recruit coordinators have been building and cultivating relationships with college coaches around the 
country. This is incredibly important to recruiting success and a component many travel ball teams struggle with. College coaches want 
to "trust" the environment the player they recruited is coming from. The Blaze program has proven time and time again that our kids 
are correctly developed for success at the next level. Having experienced recruiting coordinators in their corner cannot be understated 
for the Blaze athlete. Whether a player needs advice on what schools are looking for or perhaps camps to go to, Blaze recruit 
coordinators can help! 

TECHNOLOGY & DATA 
Technology and data have become increasingly necessary as a part of a successful recruiting process. The Texas Blaze strives to be a 
leader in this area. We are partnered with Blast, Rapsodo, Gamesense, 4D Motion, Sports Recruits, On Deck Softball, Athletes Go Live, 
and Wasserman HLT for additional recruiting tools that colleges now seek from programs. College coaches want data and player 
development; these companies are some of the best.  

SPORTS RECRUITS NETWORKING PLATFORM 
Sports Recruits is a software platform that aids the college recruiting journey in many ways. It's genuinely remarkable software. Players 
use SR to aggregate all information needed to create and market their resumes to college coaches. Players can do all the research 
required to make decisions on college choices. Want to search all programs within 240 miles of your home or every D1 in the country? 
Want to know how much the college costs annually? Want to know how big the school is or if it specializes in the graduate program 
you are most interested in? Want access to all the coaching staff emails? Want to be notified if coaches visit your page or watch your 
videos?  All of this is possible with the Sports Recruits platform. There are many more features, but the bottom line is that players now 
have ONE PLACE to manage their recruiting progress. 

PLAYER EXPOSURE OPPORTUNITIES 
Blaze National level teams compete at top national tournaments that put them in front of colleges nationwide. These events include 
Colorado IDT, Fireworks, Top Gun, Top Club, PGF, Alliance, and many more. These tournaments promote the competition and exposure 
necessary for many colleges to become seriously interested in Blaze athletes.  

In addition, the Blaze hosts its exposure events that include: 
The Blaze Colorado Exposure Event - national-level recruiting combine in Colorado every June!  
Blaze Digital Showcase Event - This unique event combines data collection along with skill & drills to showcase directly to attending 
college coaches. 

The B-Recruited program utilizes all the above tools to create an advantage for Blaze athletes to gain college softball scholarship 
opportunities! This is one of the leading recruiting models for any travel program. Focused on the future of recruiting, the B-Recruited 
program offers everything needed for college-bound athletes to be successful in their recruiting journey.  

So what are you waiting for? Its time to B-RECRUITED 

www.TexasBlaze.org

The B-Recruited Program costs $80 per season, once in Fall, and once in Spring / Summer. It is required for all Blaze 
members 8th grade and older.. 
B-RECRUITED MEMBERS GET 
- Access to all Blaze recruit coordinators 
- Sports recruits, College Search and Networking Tool 
- On Deck Measurements provided by Allister and company (or equivalent baseline testing) 
- Access to Blaze Digital Exposure Event 
- Access to Colorado Exposure Event 
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